
CASE STUDY 
INTEGRATED MULTI-SITE COMMERCIAL 
PRODUCT TRANSFER 
Utilising Almac’s UK & US commercial facilities, a global speciality
healthcare company benefited from Almac’s expertise in integrated
commercial product transfer for two of its branded generic products in
the US market, completing technology transfer, CBE-30 approvals and
finished pack commercial supply within a 10 month timeframe.



CASE
STUDY

CHALLENGES
Technical 

The products themselves
presented a number of technical
challenges. There was limited
process development history
available for these two legacy
products and observations were
made regarding blend powder
flow and compaction. Additionally, 
different API batches were found 
to behave differently based upon 
which supplier the client sourced 
from. Lastly, compounding these
challenges, there was a 
requirement that the technology
transfer remain within the
confines of what was already
registered.

Logistics 

One of the drug products was a
controlled drug, with API supply
from India, which presented
challenges from an import / 
export permit perspective, as this
then required all paperwork
being completed correctly and
within a specific time period, to
allow for the API to be delivered
in time for onward processing at
Almac’s UK facility.

Timelines

With a fixed manufacturing “stop”
date at the Client site, timing was
of upmost importance to ensure
successful completion of the
technology transfer, gaining
CBE-30 approval and ensuring
supply to market was 
uninterrupted. With time of the
essence, technology transfer
took place in parallel with the
initial opening and FDA approval
of Almac’s US commercial
packaging site.

ALMAC
SOLUTION
TECHNICAL HURDLES 
Almac began the technology transfer of the products by assembling a joint, multi-disciplinary transfer team of 
development and commercialisation experts. With the team’s pharmaceutical development knowledge Almac 
were able to address the processing challenges by initiating a phase of process development at the outset, 
to understand the product characteristics fully. Our tailored method ensured delivery of the highest quality, 
by incorporating a consistent process that was repeatable and robust, all within the confines of the registered 
process.

LOGISTICAL HURDLES
The major logistical hurdle of guaranteeing API supply arriving from India, and that the controlled drug could
then be shipped, without delay, between Almac sites in UK and US, was overcome with our logistics and
purchasing teams being involved in the project, from the outset. Utilising their expert knowledge of the import/
export process and engaging with the DEA and UK Home Office, Import permits for the API and Export permits
for the shipment of bulk product to Almac US, were applied for and granted within a 12 week period.

COMMON THREAD: ALMAC’S PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
Almac’s project and client management was essential in overcoming the challenges presented by these two
products. From the outset, Almac created a communication matrix that defined key roles, responsibilities, and
contact details for each team member. In addition, Almac issued a comprehensive technology transfer / project 
plan, specifying key deliverables and timelines. These plans drove weekly conference calls between the two 
Almac sites and the client. Regular face-to-face meetings, both at Almac’s UK and US sites, promoted a team 
ethic that encouraged open sharing of knowledge, experiences and ideas for the best paths forward.

Almac has been an outsourcing
partner to this global specialty
healthcare company for more
than 10 years, providing both
pharmaceutical development 
and commercial manufacturing 
and packaging services for 
a number of their solid oral 
dose products. When the 
client company faced capacity 
constraints at one of their 
US subsidiaries, they sought 
an experienced Contract 
Manufacturing Organisation
(CMO) for two high volume
branded generic products. 
With an already established 
strong working relationship, the 
client company chose to utilise 
Almac’s integrated commercial 
manufacturing and packaging
solutions.

Technology transfer, CBE-30 filing
and commercial manufacture
and packaging had to happen as
quickly as possible to ensure an
uninterrupted supply to market.

Bulk manufacture of the two
products took place at Almac’s UK
commercial facilities, where over
250 batches per annum were
processed, requiring 
approximately 185 tonnes of
blend, producing in excess of 2
billion tablets and 800 million
capsules. Primary packaging into
various bottle sizes (100 count –
5000 count) took place at Almac’s
US commercial facility for local US
market supply. This multi-site /
multi-service approach (UK & US)
reduced shipping and logistics
costs for the bulk product.

CBE-30

Quick 
turn-around

250 BATCHES
PER ANNUM

185 TONNES
OF BLEND

VARIOUS BOTTLE SIZES
(100 COUNT – 5000 COUNT)

2
BILLION+
TABLETS

800 MILLION 
CAPSULES

IMPORTATION
of API

SHIPMENT OF
BULK PRODUCT

• Bulk product manufactured at Almac Craigavon
• Almac Audubon complete DEA 236 form
• 236 form sent to Almac Craigavon
• Almac Craigavon apply for Export Permit
• Shipment of bulk product to Almac Audubon for 
 Packaging for US Market

• Almac Craigavon apply for Import Permit
 • Import Permit sent to Supplier
 • Supplier applies for Export Permit
 • API shipped to Almac Craigavon for drug 
 product manufacture
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COMMON THREAD:  
CONT.

As this was a multi-site drug manufacture and packaging project, Almac
appointed 3 x dedicated Project Managers to oversee the multidisciplinary
activities. One was responsible for the technology transfer of the 
products; one was the bulk manufacture lead, managing scheduling and
materials, cycle times and yields; and the other was the commercial
packaging “go-to” person. Together they were focused on a precise set
of requirements, decision points, milestones, and best practices that
ensured a timely and well documented transfer within budget.

RESULTS
In less than ten months, Almac overcame all logistical and technical 
hurdles, to provide an integrated drug manufacture and packaging 
solution, to meet the needs of a key client. Two drug products were 
successfully transferred, CBE-30 submissions approved and drug
product manufactured and packed, helping our key client ensure an 
uninterrupted supply to the US market.

All our clients have unique needs. 
That’s why we develop unique solutions. 
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